Toward a physical map of the Xq28 region in man: linking color vision, G6PD, and coagulation factor VIII genes to an X-Y homology region.
We are using pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) to establish a physical map of the human Xq28 region. We have identified a new probe 35.239 (DXYS64), localized in Xq28 by somatic hybrid mapping and belonging to a region of greater than 99% homology between the X and the Y chromosomes. PFGE data show that probes 35.239 and the polymorphic locus DXS115 (probe 767) map within a common 300-kb BssHII fragment. Both probes, in addition, hybridize to 575-kb BssHII and 590-kb ClaI fragments that contain the gene coding for coagulation factor VIII (F8C). The order F8C-DXS115-DXYS64 could be determined. Our results also provide evidence for linkage between the red/green color vision locus (RCP,GCP) and probes MD13 and T1.7 (GdX, DXS254) within a 750-kb ClaI fragment. Although the latter two probes are located within 50 kb of the 3' end of the G6PD gene, a G6PD cDNA probe did not hybridize to this fragment. G6PD, on the other hand, could be linked to F8C on a 290-kb BssHII fragment. All these data allow us to propose the order (RCP,GCP)-MD13-GdX-G6PD-F8C-DXS115-DXYS 64. We also linked probes St14 (DXS52), MN12 (DXS33), and DX13 (DXS15) to a member of a small family of X-linked dispersed sequences (DNF22S3) within a 575-kb BssHII fragment. The preliminary physical map presented here should be useful for further fine mapping of disease genes in the Xq28 region and should be helpful in orientating efforts toward the cloning of sequences close to the fragile X syndrome.